Take home Packet

Hands on learning packet for elementary music students

Can you use your fingers and practice playing steps and leaps?

Can you create a melody using any object from home (and eraser, rock, coin) on the music staff?
For this lesson....

• Many of my students do not have access to computers or internet.

• I hope that other music teachers who are in need of something to give their students, will find this useful.

• It takes a team! You are not alone.
Can you create a melody using any object from home (and eraser, rock, coin) on the music staff?
Can you use your finger mallets and practice playing **steps, skips** and **leaps**?
Can you sing from low to high?
Create a Rhythm Pattern using an object form home on the lines below:
Thank you for your download!

Let’s connect!

Email: charissajoyduncanson@gmail.com

Instagram: @musicwithmrsdunc
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